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Congratulations and
Good Luck Class of
2019!
		 Good luck to our
retirees! We will miss 		
you!

Mrs. Reid

Mrs. Lee

Frau Hecker

Thank You, Mr. Nick!

On May 21, 2015, Mr. Nick, our resident Vietnam Veteran and Green Beret, spoke to the eighth grade
students about his experiences during the war. Students were able to make connection to the literature and
history that they learned about in class. All the students were greateful that Mr. Mascitti shared his stories
with they. They now have a better understanding about that period in our history and new found pride in our
military personel and Mr. Nick!
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World News
Big Gas Price Drop in NY…. Does it Come atAnother
Cost?
By:Alexandra Kucich

How much does gas cost in your local gas station? The
New York average for regular gas in 2014 was around $3.07 per
gallon, according to CBS News. But, over the past year, the U.S.A.
has cut its foreign oil use in half, creating more American jobs and
cutting down on the total amounts of oil that we use as a country.
As a result, the Energy Department has let out their new prediction
for the average New York regular gas price in 2015: $2.60. Gas
prices haven’t been that low in New York since before the Stock
Market crash of 2008! For the average consumer, this is great news.
But, on the other hand, scientists are already estimating that all of the
world’s coral reefs will be dead by 2025. Why? This is because of
global warming. Greenhouse gas emissions cause destruction to our
earth and all of its eco-systems. There’s already constant acid rain in
China, and you can see global warming’s other effects on weather right
outside of your own window. Over the past 200 years, our world has
gotten up to 3 degrees hotter in the summers and up to 2 degrees colder
in the winters. Many scientists also believe the past few years’ heavy
snowfalls were caused by global warming. You can’t deny its existence
and its horrible effects on us when the evidence is right outside of
your own window. Anybody who denies global warming now for the
sake of deep-pocketed gas companies is just lying to themselves. An
increased availability of gas will increase global warming’s devastating
effects on Earth by causing more species to die, more intense tropical
storms, more snow, more heat, more death, and more destruction.
Think: are lower gas prices really worth the extra expenses?
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The Avengers: Age of Ultron (SPOILER ALERT)
By Brandon Noll

The Avengers: Age of Ultron is the very much anticipated next
movie in the Avengers series. In the Eastern European country of
Sokovia, the Avengers raid a Hydra outpost led by Baron Wolfgang
von Strucker, who has been experimenting on humans using the
scepter previously wielded by Loki. They encounter two of Strucker's
experiments—twins Pietro, who has superhuman speed, and Wanda
Maximoff, who can manipulate minds and project energy and kill
Strucker, while Stark retrieves Loki's scepter. Stark and Banner discover
an artificial intelligence within the scepter's gem, and secretly use it
to complete Stark's "Ultron" global defense program. Ultron believes
he must wipe out humanity to save Earth. A worldwide backlash over
the resulting destruction, and the fears Wanda's hallucinations incited,
send the team into hiding at Barton's safehouse. However, Nick Fury
arrives and encourages the team to form a plan to stop Ultron. In Seoul,
Ultron forces Banner's friend Dr. Helen Cho to use her synthetic tissue
technology, vibranium, and the scepter's gem to perfect a body for him.
When Ultron begins uploading himself into the body, Wanda is able to
read his mind; discovering his plan for human extinction, the Maximoffs
turn on Ultron. Rogers, Romanoff, and Barton find Ultron and retrieve
the synthetic body, but Ultron captures Romanoff. The synthetic being,
now referred to as Vision, and the Maximoffs accompany the Avengers
to Sokovia, where Ultron has used the remaining vibranium to build a
machine to lift a large part of the city skyward, intending to crash it into
the ground to cause global extinction. As the city begins to lift, Banner
rescues Romanoff, who awakens the Hulk for the battle. The Avengers
fight Ultron's army while delaying Ultron from activating his plan's final
procedure. Pietro dies when he shields Barton from a barrage of fire. They
vaporize the city with no one in it, and then open a new base in Upstate NY.
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Amtrak Derailment

By: Matthew Fiore
On May 12, an Amtrak train derailed in Philadelphia, PA.
This train was on a turn when it derailed, going more than 50 miles
per hour faster than it was supposed to go. This made the train derail,
killing eight people. The train was going about 106 mph in a 50 mph
zone, and the first car was almost completely demolished. Because of
this, Amtrak is thinking of putting co-drivers on trains in the northeast
as well as dash-cams. This is all because of one fatal accident.

New Woman On The $20 Bill?
By Brandon Noll

Barbara Ortiz Howard is trying to fix our currency. She is currently
campaigning to get a woman on the twenty dollar bill. "There are no women
on money and I thought gee this is a crazy omission," said Howard. Goodwin
says Jackson, the seventh president, probably wouldn't even mind getting
the axe. The American public will get to decide by voting on the website
WomenOn20s.com. When they narrow it down to one Howard says they'll
ask President Obama to create a new $20. The goal is to have it in circulation
by the year 2020, the 100th anniversary of a woman's right to vote.
The Disappearance of Etan Patz
By Joseph Bereswill
Jurors began deliberations Wednesday afternoon in the trial of Pedro
Hernandez – the man accused of luring and killing 6-year-old Etan Patz
in SoHo nearly thirty-six years ago. Etan Patz was kidnapped and is
believed to have been murdered. Although young Etan disappeared in
1979, his parents have been hoping for his return ever since. He is accused
of luring the little boy into the bodega basement with promises of a soda,
and then strangling him. Pedro indeed, did admit to the murder of Etan,
but his attorneys said he is a man with mental illness and a low IQ that
makes him incapable of distinguishing fantasy from reality. “Defense
attorneys also said prosecutors have the wrong man on trial. The defense
has pointed repeatedly to convicted child molester Jose Ramos as the real
suspect.”- As stated on CBSNewYork. Etan’s photo was one of the first on
milk cartons. The day he went missing, May 25, became National Missing
Children’s Day. Everyone, especially the Patz Family, wishes for justice
to be served unto whoever did this, and we hope the case will be resolved.

		
New Rockette Spring Spectacular
			
By:Joselyn Harris
Starting March 12th the Rockettes will be premiering their first ever
Spring Spectacular! However, if you want to get tickets you should hurry
soon, it ends May 3rd.The New York Spring Spectacular, presented by
Chase, created by a Tony and Drama Desk Award-winning team for
Radio City Music Hall, is a new show inspired by the magic of New
York in the spring. It’s a dazzling musical celebration about the energy,
places, people, passion and promise that make this city spectacular. The
play is based on a train worker, Bernie needing to keep his job as a tour
guide. Jenna, a technology wiz wants to change the tours to make them
virtual. Bernie gives a tour of New York City showing that you don’t
need to have virtual tours. Some of the places you go are to the Central
Park, New York City library, Empire State Building, and Madison Square
Garden. There was a marvelous band playing, tap dancing numbers,
and jazz routines. The show ended with their world famous kick line
routine. The Rockette Spring Spectacular was a very good performance
that will go down in history as a very true Spring Spectacular.
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News
A Cheesy Article

By: Claire Schick
The mystery about why Swiss cheese has holes in it has finally
been cracked after almost a century of being studied. Studies of this
mysterious act committed by the cheese began in 1917. Since then,
scientists have been trying figure out why the cheese doe this. .Experts
from Agroscope, a state center for agricultural research, said the
phenomenon was caused by tiny bits of hay present in the milk and not
bacteria as previously thought. During the cheese-making process, bits
of hay fell into the mixture while it was being made. Scientists have
also found that Swiss cheese has had fewer holes in it over the past tenfifteen years. By replacing the open buckets in the milking machines
with sealed buckets, the presence of hay has been eliminated, which has
caused the holes to stop appearing in the cheese .A century well spent!

Color Guard Practices for Memorial Day Parade

Lady Antebellum Tour Bus in Flames

By:Angelica Pietromonaco
While driving to the Country Music Awards in
Texas, Lady Antebellum tour bus burst into flames! Hillary
Scott was also on the bus along with her tour manager and
driver. Everyone managed to get off safely, but this was
still tragic. People could have died. It is still unclear what
caused the fire. It started when one of the back bus tires lit up.

Crane Accident

By: Paul Ostapow
A crane in Manhattan malfunctioned while it was picking
up an A/C unit and placing it on the top of the building. The wire
on the crane snapped and the A/C unit, which weighed several tons,
fell and hit the ground. The accident left a few people scraped and
bruised but no major injuries. They were injured by falling debris,
like glass, and metal. They were taken to the nearby NYU Langone
Medical Center. The crane fell down around 11 am on a Sunday,
so there was not much foot traffic in the area. The operator that
was operating the crane, Christopher Cosban, at the time didn’t get
injured. The crane that he was using was a Bay Crane. He was still
allowed to operate it. The fire chief said they were lucky that the
whole crane didn’t come down. The accident is under investigation.

Rehersal for Music in the Park

8th Grade Band and Late Night Jazz Take “Best Over All” Honors at Music in the Parks
On Saturday, May 2, 2015 the Eighth Grade Band under the direction of Mrs. Boonshaft and Late Night Jazz
Ensemble, under the direction of Ms. Iovino, competed at the Music in the Parks festival held in Fleetwood, PA.
The two ensembles performed for a panel of adjudicators.
Each group played a warm up piece and two adjudicated
compositions. The 8th Grade Band received 1st place honors with a Superior Rating and the “Best Overall” concert band
award. The Late Night Jazz received 1st place honors also with a Superior Rating and the “Best Overall” jazz ensemble award.
The bands spent the rest of the day at Dorney Park in Allentown PA. The festivities culminated with an awards ceremony held
inside the Park. Ms. Iovino and Mrs. Boonshaft, along with all of the band students, would like to thank all of the Administrators
both in the Central Office and at the Middle School. Without their support and encouragement these standards could not be achieved.
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Boat Trip

Boat Trip
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ABC EXPO

Phoenix Staff
Editor-in-Chief-Brandon Noll
Assistant Editor-in-Chief- Matthew Fiore
Illustrator-Deanna Turner
StaffMembers- Joseph Bereswill, Paul Ostapow, Lauren
Mistretta, Claire Schick, Mark Tarian, and Megan Villanova,
Joselyn Harris, Sarah Mackey, and Angelica Pietromonaco
Reporters- Hailey Olshefsky, Kathryn Kopcak, Guiseppe
Schettino, Matthew Fiore, Ryan Murphy, Paul Stein, Alexandra Kucich, Kat Joshenko, Sarah Lane, Zeliha Gokbulut,
Sarah Schultz, Farah Kaloir, Campbell Munn, John Caputo,
Sophia Boccio, Madison Matarazzo, Madeleine O’Connor

Phoenix News

		

Faculty Advisor- Ms. Feerick
Special thanks to all who were instrumental in the production of this paper, including but not limited to:
Dr. Osroff, Mrs. Lee, Mr. Marr, and Mrs. Marchese
Opinions expressed are the writers’ and do not represent
the opinions of the school board, the advisor, or the administration.

Where you can let your voice be heard!
Always looking for new reporters!

ABC EXPO
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The Phoenix

Sports
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FIFA Corruption
By: Mark Tarian

Did you about the FIFA bribery going on? Countries are paying
FIFA to let them host the world cup in their country. The first to bribe
was Morocco. These people are able to put bribes in thanks to Chuck
Blazer who admitted to accepting bribes. There was even an auction
between France and Morocco and Morocco bid more money and won
the world cup in 1998. The South African manager also decided to
buy the world cup also. The manager also decides to spill more secrets
about FIFA. After learning this the world cup will never be the same

Outsider Day

USA vs Ireland
By Lauren Mistretta

The women’s national soccer team took on Ireland on Mother’s
day, 2015. The match was played in Avaya Stadium, San Jose, California.
Since the game was played on Mother’s day, all of the players’ mothers
were there supporting and cheering on the US Women’s National Team.
The final score of the game was 3-0, USA. In the 41st minute, Meghan
Rapino took the US corner kick and it found Kristen Press in the box.
However, Press’s shot was deflected by an Irish player’s face (knocking
her down), causing some confusion in the Irish defense. Press made a
cross to US forward, Abby Wambach, who then tapped the ball going
into the back of the net. The score was now 1-0 USA. In the 44th minute,
Meghan Rapino finds Carli Lloyd who was now dribbling the ball
down the left side of the field. Lloyd cuts the ball back at the corner
of the 6 yard box, and crossed it to Abby Wambach who headed the
ball perfectly on net. The score was 2-0, USA, at halftime. In the 53rd
minute, Lauren Cheney took the US corner and found Julie Johnson in
the 6 yard box, who taped it into the goal causing the final score to be 3-0.

